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The country of China is one of the largest on Earth, providing a truly diverse range of locations,
cultures and people for the keen traveller to experience and enjoy. It can be quite difficult to get
around in though, due in part to the language barrier, so arranging a tour package will always be a
smart idea. This will allow you to get about conveniently and efficiently, all while seeing some of the
countryâ€™s best tourist attractions during your holiday.

Beijing is the countryâ€™s heart and one of the must-see locations when visiting China. From the streets
of the Forbidden City to the simply breathtaking Great Wall of China, there is so much history and
culture in this area that you will need a decent travel package simply to see it all. Other sites such
as the Temple of Heaven and Mao Tse Tungâ€™s Mausoleum are also highly recommended, as are the
street markets and restaurants found within the city.

For something more natural, the Yangtze River provides stunning scenery all along its length.
Taking a cruise along this extensive waterway will let you experience numerous sites such as the
Three Gorges, Ming Shan (City of Ghosts), and the Shibaozhai monastery. This sort of China tour
does away with the hassle of constantly changing transportation too, as most of the journey is done
by boat, giving you the time to sit back and enjoy the landscape as it rolls by.

Tibet is also a must-see region within China as it offers immense mountains, pristine natural
surroundings and a culture that cannot be found anywhere else on Earth. With the restrictions that
the Chinese government has on journeying here, it is essential to book a spot on a tour package as
individual travel is very difficult to accomplish. That being said, there is still plenty to see and do
here from the capital of Lhasa to the peaks of the Himalayas.

Finally, the Silk Road is one of Chinaâ€™s most overlooked regions, yet is one that offers visitors
unrivalled sights and sounds. Found in Chinaâ€™s west, the landscape abounds with deserts, oases
and rugged towns battling against the elements. It is here that traders from China would travel to
export their precious cargos of silk to Arabia, Europe and beyond. A trip here is like stepping back in
time, allowing you to witness an area that has remained unchanged for centuries.
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